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Sensitivity analysis: Impact of alternative vaccination coverage scenarios
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Our estimated values of yellow fever vaccination coverage levels across Africa over time are of course subject to substantial uncertainties that are difficult to quantify. In order to provide some sensitivity analyses to some of the assumptions made in compiling this dataset, five alternative vaccination coverage scenarios were generated.

Vaccine efficacy 90%
While the efficacy of the yellow fever vaccine is thought to be extremely high causing seroconversion in 99% of recipients within 30 days[1,2], which we have approximated assuming 100% efficacy for the main results. However, we also investigated a scenario assuming a lower efficacy of 90% to allow for vaccine failures due to reasons such as inappropriate storage or administration of the vaccine, or lower immunogenicity in immunocompromised sub-populations such as HIV positives.

Non-random vaccine allocation
While for the baseline scenario it was assumed that vaccine would be allocated randomly in subsequent vaccination campaigns targeting the same population (i.e. the chances of being vaccinated in the second campaign would not depend on the previous vaccination status), in this
scenario the assumption was made that access to vaccination was distributed highly unevenly across the population, such that in subsequent campaigns in each age group first all previously vaccinated individuals would get a second dose before any previously unvaccinated individuals would be vaccinated, mimicking the situation that access to health care interventions is likely to be better in urban than remote areas. This scenario results in somewhat lower vaccination coverage in areas where there have been several subsequent vaccination campaigns, particularly if they took place over a short period of time. In practice, this had the biggest impact for the historic mass vaccination campaigns resulting in a lower coverage in the older population today.

**Alternative population size**

Estimates of population sizes in Africa can vary substantially between datasets, and as for many vaccination campaigns (particularly the historic mass vaccination campaigns and reactive campaigns) the available information was the number of doses administered into a population rather than the coverage achieved, different assumptions about the underlying population size would lead to a different vaccination coverage. Therefore scenarios were created using a population size 25% smaller or larger than the baseline assumption, resulting higher or lower vaccination coverage, respectively.

**Alternative historic mass vaccination campaigns**

Owing to the substantial time lapse since these campaigns, the data available was rather coarse, giving the number of doses administered by year or decade across all African countries targeted, with mass vaccination campaigns typically implemented every four years [3,4]. Two data sources were identified giving different numbers of doses used. The more detailed dataset [5] was used for the baseline scenario, whereas the alternative dataset by Moreau et al [6] quoted rather higher numbers of vaccine doses used, and these numbers were used to create this alternative scenario.

Using these alternative vaccination coverage scenarios did not have a significant effect on the estimated disease burden from yellow fever, although the point estimates of the burden for the reduced vaccine efficacy and the non-random vaccine allocation are slightly elevated compared to the baseline scenario as in both these scenarios the effective vaccination coverage is somewhat lower (see Table S4.1).

**Table S4.1: Estimated deaths for 2013 caused by yellow fever for the different vaccination coverage scenarios, illustrated with the results for model 1 using a prior standard deviation of \( \sigma = 2 \).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Deaths 2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>78000 (19000 -- 180000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccine efficacy 90%</td>
<td>86000 (24000 -- 190000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-random vaccine allocation</td>
<td>84000 (22000 -- 190000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High coverage</td>
<td>77000 (21000 -- 180000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low coverage</td>
<td>77000 (20000 -- 170000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative historic vaccination campaigns</td>
<td>78000 (22000 -- 180000)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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